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Front Gallery: Lesley Heller Workspace presents, Slave to the Rhythm, the recent work of  
Tom Kotik.  This exhibition is a continuation of Kotik’s past explorations into methods of 
visualizing sound.  Much like the staff register in sheet music, there is a reductionist format Kotik 
uses to compose forms and colors on the wall. The human brain is trained to respond to rhythm 
sonically; less noticed is the effect rhythm has on our other senses. For example: a tennis 
player timing the perfect shot, or the cadence of an author when reading aloud. Kotik recognizes 
the profound effect that rhythm has on our daily lives and how we respond to it, whether it be 
The Monkeys, Mozart, or drilling in the street.  
 
Tom Kotik began making sound pieces in 2004 while working on his graduate sculpture thesis 
at Hunter College. A longtime musician and member of the rock band, Sportsman’s Paradise, 
Kotik had kept his musical endeavors separate from his art work until the inspiration came to 
him to combine the two threads of his creative life. Each piece embodies it’s own rhythm.  
 
The sculptures are not specific songs or musical compositions, but mediations on harmony 
between the forms depicted in rhythmic space. For each sculpture, Kotik was  
thinking of a bass line with one steady note and beat underneath, with the melody floating over 
that, engaging the bass line. Kotik’s work reminds us that rhythm is the secret to many of the things we  
do and experience daily.  
 

 
Tom Kotik is an artist, musician and curator.   In 2015 Kotik was in included in group shows at Brooklyn 
Fireproof, Art Helix and Whitebox Art Center.  In 2014 he received a grant to work in Prague at Meet 
Factory for three months, culminating in a solo installation at Kostka Gallery.   Kotik is also a curator 
with Arts Brookfield.  
                                                                          Tom Kotik Artist Talk: Thursday, July 9, 6:30 pm  
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Workspace: The three artists of In This Light, curated by Heather Hutchison, share many 
unique and authentic sensitivities, along with a desire to communicate the ineffable. Each of 
these artists achieve this aim with particular sensitivity and human relationship to the physicality 
of their materials, as well as a profound sensitivity to the phenomenological properties of light. 
Employing available light, their physically dense, and potentially cumbersome constructions 
appear to float, defying their own substantial presence, taking up residence in the realm of the 
sublime. 
 
Each steeped in the language and history of painting, these artists make use of nontraditional 
methodology with media and forms, while confounding and challenging traditional definitions of 
2D, 3D, painting and sculpture. They utilize the physicality of their carefully chosen materials to 
the fullest, yet restrain the resultant imagery to its most essential. 
 
The inherent properties of many of the pieces shown here allow for the viewers perception of 
the work to transform along with the source of ambient light, either by its changing direction or 
by a change in the light’s intensity. Light acts as a catalyst, generating the movement of the 
shadows being cast and reflections being projected, giving a kinetic aspect to each of these 
individual works and hinting at the passage of time. In this light, these works brush up against 
the metaphysical and philosophical, while dancing with the phenomenological.  ### 

Improvisation, Art Helix, 2015 
18 x 8 x 8 inches  
Wood, paper  
 

Maria Walker  
Stand, 2011  
Acrylic, unprimed canvas, 
wood  
61.25 x 28 x 5.75 
 


